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Gleason wins Grand Prize on erne show
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Ajck-hold
By Doug Vsmdenvelete
and Steven Pappas
Staff Writers
University of Maine President Dale Lick sketched the
ramifications of UMaine's anticipated $3 million biennial
budget cut to a forum of faculty and staff members Thursday
afternoon.
However, Lick's proposal for
a 12-person task force on program and budget review, which
would make long- and short.
term recommendations regarding the budget, was met with
skepticism by the maiodly of
the 300,plus attendees.
Lick opened the meeting with
the comment "this is not one of
our more positive times....it is
one of those down times."
He reiterated Chancellor
Robert Woodbury's request that
the Orono campus cut back by
"a little more than half' of the
total system-wide deficit of $6
million.
compound
Overruns
problems
He said Orono would be hit
Irard by the cutbacks becau
6
—Sthe administration had "misjudged" several are_as lhat are
usually provided with "some
financial cushion."
Lick said an overrun of
$800,000 by facilities management and another $284,000

m on budget-cuts-

deficit by Academic Affairs has
compounded the current
budgetary problems.
According to a handout
presented to the attendees, overruns in fuel, electricity, waste
disposal, and "unanticipated
expenditures" led to the
facilities management deficit.
Lick said he was ultimately to
blame for not anticipating the
overruns or budgeting enough
funds to cover facilities
management's emergencies.
However, he said he could not
have anticipated the rise in fuel
rates of December.
"1 misguessed it," Lick
said;"f wanted to use as little
as I could to get the job done
well. 1 didn't give (facilities
management) enough."
Lick admitted that in
previous years facilities management had been provided with
substantially larger budgets.
Charles Rauch, director of
financial management, said
normally energy expenses are
overestimated to provide a
_"surge tank" for combatting
unexpected expenses, but this
winter's rising fuel rates
depleted that money.
Vice President for Academic
Affairs, John Hitt said he was
aware in July 1989 his department was facing a deficit of
"around $300,000" for the end
of this fiscal year.
(see BUDGET page 3)

"6

Michael Lewis listens to UMaine president Dale Lick address an open forum for the faculty and
staff of the university concerning the recent budget cuts.

Lick says state cuts to climb to $150M
Doug N anderweide
Staff Writer

been present at meetings in
cuts. He said, if the additional
Augusta which indicated the in- cuts do indeed exist, he expects
creased cuts at the end of they will be formally announcThursday's faculty forum on
ed sometime today.
University of Maine Presithe budget.
_ Lick said he was concerned
dent Date Lick said Thursday—
Official conformation otthe--- about the alleged additional
he has heard from.' a reliable . alleged additional cuts had not
cuts and felt they would cause
source" that the state governbeen made by presstime.
additional harm to UMaine. He
ment will be reducing its budget
Jerry Harkavey of the
had no idea what additional
by $150 million, and not the
Associated Press said he knew
cuts
would be required from
$67 million originally planned.
of meetings taking place ThursUMaine and the UMaine
Lick said he received a note
day in Augusta, but had not
System's budgets.
from a staff member who had
heard of the alleged increase in
It,

Cutler unscathed by budget cuts
By Bridget Soper
Staff Writer
Cutler Health Center will not cut back
on health care services despite recent
budget cuts at the University of Maine.
"We don't see any problem in meeting
the current level of need," said Mark
Jackson, director for student health services. During last semester, Cutler had
volume days of 176 patients.
The amount of patients being seen at
Culter last semester increased by 25 percent per month.
Cutler wall* maintaining the current
staff level, and nursing coverage. A nurse
coordinator has been hired and Cutler
will continue to advertise for a nurse
practitioner for the women's health
clinic.
"The budget cuts will come mostly on
the business :cid of things," Jackson
said.

no. 2

These cuts will effect informational
brochures distrubuted by Cutler and
other aspects including making copies
and purchasing new equipement.
Cutler will still be distributing informational brochures only not as many of
each.
The only health service that is in consideration to be cut from the program is
the 12 p.m. and 8 a.m. sh:ft on the
weekend. Jackson said that they are not
seeing many patients during that particular shift.
Jackson said that the issue of cutting
this service had been discussed before
the recent need for budget cuts.
The budget cuts are in response to
ovenor John McKernan's request that
the UMaine Board of Thistee's cut $9.5
million from the budget.
The request comes because of an expected $67 million shortfall in state
revenue.

Changes in patient care that had
begun last semester will continue this
semester.
"We are working on faster, more efficient, friendly service. Where we have
had problems, we have worked to make
it better," Jackson said.
Cutler has improved the waiting area.
Students no longer wait in chairs that
line the hallways.
A waiting room has been added near
the pharmacy. This will eliminate congestion in the hallway and provide the
patient with a comfortable place to wait.
A new Urgent Care faculity has been
set up where the doctors offices used to
be. The patients are examined by medical
assistants.
"This set up is more efficient. It is on
the same side of the building as the pharmacy, X-ray, and the lab. There is not as
much running around," said Julie
Marquis, a secretary at Cutler.

Inside

ISIS plagues the
grading system,
and evaluations
at UMaine
page 5
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Does This Look Like
Your Kind of School Work?

Campus Comedy
An alarming strip
Resident assistants evacuated residents
of a University of California-Riverside
dorm in late November when a woman
dancing a steamy striptease in a lounge
tnadvertamly set off the building's fire_
alarm.
The alarm was triggered by a smoke
machine the stripper, who was hired by
male hall residents "as a response" to
female residents' hiring of a male stripin_ the _iesm_ was using._ in her
_
_per eazliei
act.

BECOME A

•FLEXIBLE HOURS

PlICINATHON ASSOCIATE
• CONVENIENT ON CAMPUS
LOCATION
• VERY COMPETITIVE SALARY

CONTACT ViiA=.1.0FILFY
CROSSLAND ALUMNI
CENTER

•EXCELLENT OPPORTUNMES
•NON-WORK STUDY POSITIONS

MONDAY IHROIICH FRIDAY
10-1 lAM OR 3-4:30PM

• IMMEDIATE INTERVIEWS -

Scaling Saturdays in the

UNION
BOARD

Den

by Poiraihraesand

Port at* Allitars
"You'll never forgive yourself if you min diis truly
fantastic gimp!!! Great musnship,superb vocals,
and pure talent.'
Ron Kii
Amain:Inc Ikan

Saturday,January 20th
9:00-12:30 pm
The Bear's Den
Ian &MIRE=
Open to all * Bar with ID

Theological Seminaries," run by a
husband-and -wife team, state Asst. Attorney General Erich Vieth set up a
bogus Eastern Missouri Business College, had the agency review the qualifications of a faculty list that included the
name of the pig from-the iv show" Green
Acres," and won full accreditation.

To jail in a toe truck

In Mftritsnn_Wig DOUCC arrested_a_man
—il r they say has spent the
in late DeC.C1
-last- five-lieut.-stealing shOCS. frOm people at campus libraries.at Illinois State
Primal saes
. ms
University and the universities of
Wisconsin-Madison
ancl_fiVili_s_21.,
introductory
I600-student
A huge,
•
psychology class at the University of Champaign/Urbana.
The unnamed suspect reportedly
Toronto abruptly was disrupted when
struck when studiers absently would kick
many students, heeding to a cue given
off their shoes under tables or get up id
them at 12:25 p.m. on Nov. 21, began
get a -drink of water. Police found 80
shouting as loudly as they could.
pairs of shoes in the man's apartment.
Students said they had been organized by a classmate who had seen a
Molson beer ad in the Varsity, the cam- Yalie with a sense of humor
pus paper, urging readers to "scream (a
Molson slogan) out at the top of your
Utterly bamboozled when Cornell
lungs during a psychology lecture."
pranksters, intent on puncturing a little
Prof. Katherine Covell was particularly upset by the incident because the big , Yale pomposity, stole into New Haven in
the dead of night, intercepted copies of
class has been difficult to controll all
year. "The first day (of the term)," the Yak Daily News rolling off the
presses and replaced therdin student
she told the CanadianT.TniversitY
mailboxes with "parody" issues of the
"everyone was doing the wave."
Yak paper, Yale Managing'Editor-Andrew Wexton graciously said, "For some
Degiiese*efywhere, some
reason Cornell imagines there's a
but no diploma
Cornell-Yale rivalry. I mean--the Cornell
Daily Sun -- who the hell are they?"
Tampa, Fla., Bad check writer Jeanne
Brooks, 32, was sentenced to the maximum 15 years in prison when Judge
Washington State actually has an enSusan Buckley.' discovered Brooks' plea
dowed chair for a Taco Bell Distinguishfor leniency --in which she had cited a
ed Professor... The University of Cincinsterling record as a scholar and a
nati's law school reportedly keeps Playteacher--included entirely false claims
Doh in a library reading room "to relieve
that Brooks-had degrees from both Ho(students') tension and stress"... In a new
ly Cross and Georgetown universties.
450-page book about the history of the
pencil, Kuke Prof. Henry Petroski claims
The state of Missouri has shut down
an-accrediting agency that apparently one pencil can draw a line up to 70 miles
would approve any college that Ind la long. At Kirkwood Community College
building, people and $860to-pay-ioutut—-in Iowa, students say they're still waiting
for administrators to respond to a petiaccreditation certificate.
lb -investigate- the "InternatiniiaT tion to finally construct a bathroom in
Commission for Schools, Colleges and
the I5-year-old Horse Science building.

money

Former POW has dog tags
returned from East Germany
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Carrol ___ Allen said the family told him the
Witten has gotten a memento of his days -had found the tag in the rubble of their
as a Vv'orld War II prisoner of war from: old barn, which had burned in 1988.
an East German family thanks to dui
Using Red Cross archives, Allen t rat:
historic opening of the Berlin Wall.
ed the number to Witten, now 65.
Witten said Allen telephoned him in
In 1945, a year after his B-17 bomber
early December from._Berlin and that.
was shot down over Germany, Witten
When asked, he could clearly remember
and about 40 other POWs were being
his prisoner number.
marched from Poland to a POW camp
"I said, 'Sure, I couldn't forget
at Bad Muskau, near the German-Polish
it. .4854:" Witten said. "He said, 'You're
border.
the guy"
During an overnight stop at a barn,
Just before Christmas, Allen routed
Witten lost his brass POW identification
himself
through Louisville on a flight
tag.
from West Germany and gave Witten the
He had all but forgotten the tag until
he got a call from Berlin last month._ long-lost tag.
"It was a funny feeling when I held
On the Sunday after the Berlin Wall
this
tag in my hand again," Witten
was opened on Nov. 9, an East German
-reflected. "Unbelievable."
family visiting West Berlin for the first
Witten said Allen has promised to get
time approached U.S. Army Capt. James
the
exact address of the family who
Allen and gave him a tarnished brass tag.
_found
the tag so he an get in touch with
The tag bore only a four-digit pow
—them.
number and the words "Oflag tuft
"I want to write them, and I'd like to
3," a designation for -a prison camp
go
back to Germany, maybe in a year, ,
for air officers.
and see them," he said.
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•Budget
However, he considered that
'Our priorities will shift'
amount small enough to not be of great
significance.
Lick said the university would look at
Hitt said he planned to use salary savcurrent endeavors and would judge cutings to eliminate the overrun, which he
backs according to priorities.
said represented about "one-half per"Our priorities will shift," Lick
cent" of his operating budget.
said. "There's no way we can take two
Lick said he had been informed of the _ _million dollars
out of the budget and not
academic affairs dintin July 1989-1- —have a budget shift....Were
going to have
"I accepted that, but I didn't do
to do some taking away, both short-term
anything," Lick said.
and long-term."
"We have been able to deal with shortfalls in the past. I made a mistake. I
Task force criticized
thought we could cover that amount, but
several things happened we couldn't
tick-prepooed a 12-member tasLforce
on piOgram indbudget review similar to
Rauch said, Ilshould have register,' the same type of task force which
existed
that
hortra11) was really serious Ad
two years ago. He said that task force
I should have pressed thc president to do
saved the university between Si million
something, but I didn't.
and $2 million.
"Ttbasc-shinginAlle past, laaVerf,64ffil.Sornecoritern ialrVoiced bthêed to be magically cured....But yes,
tendees regarding the membership of the
you're absoulutely right, we should have
task force. Lick named Rauch, Hitt, the
seen it coming."
vice president for research and development, an academic dean, four faculty
Budget reduction plan
members of which one would be involved with the cooperative extension service,
Lick said the facilities management an administrative services staff
member,
deficit would be added to the $512,000 a student services staff
member, a
fiscal year '90 budget recision, for a total graduate student, and
an undergraduate
of $1.312 million-irr'budget reductions. would compose
the committee.
According to Lick's plan:
Lick said the task force would be
• academic affairs will cut $673,000, chosen within the next two months
and
as well as cover its $284,000 budget
would begin working as soon as formed
overrun;
through the spring semester, he said.
• research and public service will lose
Michael Lewis, chairman of the art
$195,000;
department, criticized the balance of the
•administration will cut $281,000, of committee saying the task force
was biaswhich $81,000 will be covered by un- ed by the number of administrators.
budgeted excess tuition;
Stephen Norton, a professor of
• student affairs will lose $67,000;
geological sciences and former dean of
• development will lose $10,000;
the now-defunct College of Arts and
• the president's office will cut
Sciences, said the faculty was the "driv$34,000;
ing force" of the university, and the ad•and excess tuition will cover $52,000
ministrators were there to facilitate the
of the reduction.
faculty's achievements.
"The administration should facilitate
these changes, not direct them," NorLick said scholarships and library acton said.
quisitions would not be affected by the
By implementing more faculty and
cuts.
fewer administrators on the task force,
Woodbury ordered, in December, a
Norton said he believes a balance would
general freeze on new hires as well as
be achieved. —
limits on expenditures and travel.
Norton said if the faculty was not inBy the contract curiently approved by
cluded in niore—of the decision-making
the faculty's union, though, travel funds
cannot drop below the fiscal year '87 _,processes, Lick might face problems with
level, according to Lick. He said the certain professors and the professional
staff.
chancellor is investigating the contract
"If you don't have the soldiers behind
agreement.
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(continued from page 1)

1990 Northeast

like to

Also drawing the attention of faculty
members was the failure to mention cutbacks by the athletic department.
Lick said much of .,the --mahr7generated by the athletic department is
not appropriated by the Legislature.
Walter Schoenberger, a professor of
political science criticized the hiring of
a new football coach who "is probably
making more than any of us here."
Lick explained that the hiring of the
football coach is decided by that depart-

information_
I would feel better if a committee (---made &he information) available to ;
everybody," he said.
First word to faculty
V

This was the first opportunity Lick
had to address the facultiiince the cutbacks were announced, he said.
Lick had scheduled an open forum
last week, but canceled it because of the
small number of employees on campus
at that time.
"I wanted to wait until eveyone was
back," Lick said.
He said the meeting was essential.
"It affects a lot of people. It has to do
with peoples' jobs, careers, and deeprooted interests.
"We are looking for the right approach now. I think we can establish a
university approach now that the doors
have been opened," he said.

se.

"I don't think anything was settled," Norton said. "The state problem
is smaller than the deficit that was wrung
in by the university. The question is, how
do you deal with it?"

Read The Maine Campus and
keep on-top of current
-campus issues-.---
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The Maine Campus will reserve a space each issue for corrections. Criticisms will be forwarded
to the editorial page editor. Please contact the editor in the case of a reporting or editing error.
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BAHAI CLUB MEETING
23 at 6:30pm, North Bangor Lounge
Promoting Race Unity at University of Maine
Let's see what we can do!
Refreshments will be served

January

Bangor Civic

Center

Sunday, January 21, 1990
11 A.M. to 5 P M
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Athletics versus academics

ment in the same manner that any other
department at the university hires new
faculty.
"It's hard to buy the idea,"
Schoenberger said. "In a period of
reduction, where should the cuts come?
Faculty interests should be cut less —
athletics more."
He also questioned the baseball team's
ability to travel to Hawaii for their spring
training. "What's next? Tahiti?" he
asked.
Lewis also felt the administration was
not providing the faculty with all of the

Correction

forget
You're

I held
Vitten
-

you, you are going to fail miserably,"
he said.
"I have never challenged your dedication to the university," he told Lick.
"But this feeling of being disempowered
has to be addressed."
Several members of the professional
staff shared the same concerns.
"How do you think we feel?" one staff
member yelled. "We only have one
member on that committee."
Lick said he felt disempowered
himself, which drew laughter from the
crowd.
_Faculty members James__Horan and
lanneth Hayes, both at the political
science department, -spoke out against
the small committee, later recommending a readjustment of the size and
representation of the comrizttes_
'Ho-ran pointed our alai the a-ministrators appointed to the committee
were the same administrators who were
responsible for the original depletion of
the "cushion money."
"You may have a credibility problem," he said.
Lick said he would look into the
matter.
"We're not locked into anything,"
Lick said.

FREE DRAWINGS
FOR GIFTS AT BOOTHS
PLUS
DOOR PRIZES WITH
CHANCL TO WIN MILLIONS ON MEGABUCKS
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Bridal Fashion Shows
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A fund has been established from the
Comprehensive Fee Income to assist
undergraduate students' travel to
academic meetings and conferences.
Reminder: The deadline for the next competition is February 2
- (for trawl taking place between February- 5 and May 7).
_.-For
_ application guidelines -atiniormation, call X1547.
Application forms are also availableln the Office of Academic
Affairs, 209(
• Alutiiiii Hall.
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Shuttle continues
Snowe finds Maine successful mission

product in Panama

Snowe's husband, Gov. - John R.
AUGUSTA, Maine.
_ (AP)-U.S. Rep. -MdCernan, recounted the episode • a
Otympta-f-Sncnve-of-Maine said Tiresspeech before the Maine Agricultural
day she found a surprise reminder of
Trades Show in Augusta on Tuesday,
home when she toured Manuel Noriega's
it as evidence that Maine products
citing
Panamanian beach house the day after
up literally all over the
showing
"are
he surrendered to the United States - a
world."
the
tube of Maine-made toothpaste in
fallen dictator's bathroom.
"I don't think we want Manuel
CrirmaAm csriei chp cnntiPtirthr box of all1.4iLizia_
natural Tom's of Maine toothpaste on -McKernan quipped, "especially since his
the floor in the bathroom in the masier __interpretation of agriculture is quite difegei beach house
—
bedroom - Non
ferent from ours."
Rio Hato as U.S. troops were packing
—aing commeriTrOm
A call se
Noriega's belongings on Jan. 4.
of
Maine
officials in Kennebunk was not
unan
for
te
toothpas
natural
"A
immediately returned.
congresswoman
the
natural ma,"..
_

—
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See an Apple® Macintosh® compute in action.
HyperCard, MacWite II and MacPaint
demonstrations throughout the day.
Check outsome Macintosh accessories.
Free Giveaways and Drawing for Prizes.

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) Space shuttle Columbia's astronauts
photographed North Africa for a film
documenting damage to the planet
Monday as they whirled around the
world on iii061 seventh day in space.
Clear skies gave the astronauts the
chance to shoot pictures of Lake Chad,
the Nile Valley and fires in Kenya for a
giant-screen IMAX film called "Planet
Earth" on the damage man and nature
to Earth.
do
The rive Clew mein-Fers also worKea
exon several medical and scientific
periments Columbia is scheduled to
land Friday at 2:59 a.m. PST.
The astronauts' work a3Vegan
tle early when their sleep was interrupted
Sunday by a buzzing alarm that signalon
ed a brief problem with a navigati
system. The five phantom systems that
tripped the alarm posed not threat to the
mission, and the astronauts returned to
bed.
When they woke up as scheduled two
hours after the alarm sounded, Mission
Control told them scientists had
monitored the suspect unit, but detected
no further problems. Columbia commander Dan Brandenstein then successfully tested the system and put it
back into operation.
"Everything is going well," flight
director Al Pennington said Monday
morning. "They'Ve had a very good day.
In fact, they're having a very busy day
today."

During the day, mission specialist
Bonnie Dunbar had difficulty with one
experiment in which she must seal the
lower half of her body inside a container
resembling a collapsible vacuum bag.
The experiment evaluates the controlled intake of saline solution in tandem
with a force that pulls the body's fluids
toward lower body parts. In space, fluids
tend to move toward the upper body
Researchers hope the two techniques will
pievent astronauts from having trouble
standing when they return to Earth.
;AI&
L.,
waist seal, which apparently doesn't
work quite the same in weightlessness as
it does on Earth, and needed some
assistance from mission specialists Marand -David-Low.Mission Control awoke the astronauts
with the University of Washington fight
song. Dunbar is a Washington graduate.
"Good morning for your second
wakeup of the morning," the control
center said, referring to the earlier alarm.
Ground controllers also apologized to
the crew for having to work on a holiday.
"Sorry you have to work through
Martin Luther King Jr. holiday, but
you're doing so well that no one wants
to give you a break," Mission Control
said in morning messages sent to the
crew via the shuttle's fax machine.
Columbia pilot Jim Wetherbee recel% ed a special message: a certificate from
Sunday's Houston Tenneco marathon
Wetherbee ran on a tread—"' at aboul
the same time his mother, Althea, participated in the 26.2-mile marathon.
UAW..

This Friday night at 8:00pm,
n the Maine Center for the
Arts-;-in honor of the Dr. Martin
Luther

Coastal Computer Center and ISC staff will be available
throughout the day to answer your-questions.

With special guest
Josh White Jr.,
legendary folk
and blues
.guitarist
A Free concert-b-rmrgt it luyou by the Off camOus board
No Reserved Seats

mus ol Apple Computer, Ire
6Z1lacimerth ire legmered
Apple, the Apple IT
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Sign-up for MacUsers group today.

University of Maine
North and South Lown Rooms
Memorial Union
1.0 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Friday, January 19
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ISIS is not to blame for
grade delays,says Estey .
By Andrew Neff
Staff Writer

Some University of Maine students
trying to recover from stressful semesters
found little relief during Christmas
break because their grades were sent out
later than usual. -Graduating seniors and students on
academic probation were especially affected.
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Diana Estey, Assistant Registrar. "But
we still had 6,000 grades missing out of
about 55,000."

Most faculty members are still waiting
Because of the installation and infor evaluation forms to be sent back to tegrat
ion of the new ISIS system, the opthem because of a delay in tabulating the
tical
reader had to be re-programmed in
forms.
,order to read the forms correctly.
The delay is due to the extra time
, "We didn't have any problems getting
needed to program the new optical mark
reader machine to read the circular it to do the final exams correctly but it
"bubble" forms used by students for took longer with the evaluations,"
faculty evaluations.
Estey said. -

Estey also added that the Registrar's
office was still missing 1,715 grades on
Jan. 3.
"It's frustrating for us because the
Registrar doesn't know who tosend warnings to or who to invite back because
of incomplete grades," Estey said.
The Registrar's office was beginning
The delay has been a particular an-11"
:
'
.
tn. Land tkui. fic.at
tint- rm.
-awl- .t...-.•..,
. ...... --wrslcr 123C
with UMaines new ISIS(Integrated Stu- . Estey added that the number of missthe criticisms or suggestions on those evaluations out Wednesday.
Arrillinformaiiun _System) cornputei_fing grades, as high as it was this year.
was
"It's taken awhile but we're finally getevalu
ations to improve their classes.
system, as was originally thought by
down from last year.
ting
them out this week," said Estey.
many students. The blame is on a fairly
"It was even worse in 1988. We had
"I would like to have that input to help
"The(ISIS)system seems to be worklarge number of q_Maitte, faculty . . 2,452
grade
s
„missi
.
. . ng the first week QL,..___Plail-•rny classes for this semes.ter," ing fairly
well but the hardware seems to
inemWO ttiiiieitheir final grades
— •.,tulary said Kathryn Olmstead, assistant proTi
last year," said Estey.
be
going
a
little slow.
for students in late.
Although thg ISIS system wasn't to - fessor of jourialism.
"There are still some glitches that need
"The deadline for faculty to turn
b14me for the lateness of grades last
"I certainly take what's on them into
to be taken care of. But all in all, it is
students' grades in was Dec. 29," said -kinester, it was responsible for a delay__:. consi
deration whi;p li plan _for- tin . doing what we expected
it to," Estey
of another kind.
L...)
semester."
said.
.
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THE MOST EXCITINGFEW HOURS
YOU'LL SPEND ALL WEEK.
MIS 202, Orienteering
MIS 102, Intro, to the U.S. Army
Build your self-confidence in this exciti
ng
Army ROTC elective. We'll get you out of the
classroom and into adventure.
Open to all freshmen and sophomores
without obligation Class size is limited so
register today
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THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TARE.
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Professors mad
at professors

p.

(CPS) — A husband-wife professor the water tables under the land would
team from Minot State University in soon be depleted.
The solution, the Poppers said, is to
North Dakota, angered by a scholarly
farmers and ranchers off the land,
push
study by a Rutgers University husbandwife professor team that proposed tur- and create a massive national parkland
•ng the Great Plains over to buffalo left to natural tall grasses and buffalo
herds, retaliated in mid-December with herat. "they proposed calling" the
a proposal to turn New Jersey into a preserve "Buffalo Commons."
In the Great Plains states themselves,
parking lot.
idea has proven to be less than
the
Minot State professors Stephen and
"Frankly, I got tired of hearpopular.
produced
II-page
an
Barbara Ragan
academic "paper" noting that New ing about North Dakota getting turned
lvim.y, "wise],
111.1111r 3ist‘., was enRagan said. "I don't believe everybody
vironmentally devastated by pollution,
crime and urban stress. The "study" was is going to .move out of North
a satiric-reply-to a book, published in-_ Dalcota."
"New Jersey- is a- flat state. It would
October, by Rutgers professors Frank
make a good parking lot. Parking lots
and Deborah Popper.
In their book, the Poppers argued the are typically very flat," he added.
----Great Plains have-been enviminmentally -=-"It's haw iuo3," said Frank- Puppet
devastated by intensive farming during of the Ragans' proposal. "I'm sure that
the last 125 years, that the soil was be- the Ragans have solved the enigma of
New Jersey."
ing rapidly leached of nutrients and that
MII

to

Evidence of the presence of Europeans on Mount Desert Island during the period of early
exploration is represented by artifacts and other materials and information in "An Island in
Time: Three Thousand Years of Cultural Exchange on Mount Desert Island" which will be
exhibited until April 15 at the University of Maine's Hudson Museum in the Maine Center for
the Arts. The photo shows an iron trade ax, iron harpoon and arrow point loaned by the UMainc
Anthropology Department, a clay pipe bowl loaned by Fort Western Museum, a brass crucifix
loaned by the Maine Historical Society, and an iron and copper finial loaned by Southwest
Harbor Library.

sex,lies,
and videotape

FREE
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'This season's smartest and funniest film!'
:Richard Corliss, Time Magazine
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It goes on to say students should
vacate residence halls within 24 hours
after their last exam, but no later than
8 a.m. Saturday, Dec. 23.
Students who qualmed and querried • "If students got that impression, they
over leaving residence halls by 6 p.m. Friobviously didn't talk to anyone in
day of finals' week had no reason to, acResidential Life," Thibodeau said.
cording to Residential Life AdPatti Barnes, resident director in Knox
ministrative Associate Jennifer
Hall, said students in Knox Hall recek
Thibodeau.
ed the notice.
"If everyone took time to read it, then
The Calendar Committee, which
they
would be informed," Barnes said,
makes up the schedule for finals' week,
adding,
"It should be a responsibility
scheduled an exam for 7 p.m. Friday,
thing."
causing a dilemma for some students.
Residents who thought they had to
The Calendar Committee, comprised
vacate residence halls by 6 p.m. Friday of students, faculty and administrators,
failed to read the notice 5C1IttO them by-- Implemented -Reading Day during last
Residential Life.
semester's -finals' week.
"Reading Day was an experiment,
In addition, students with a late exsaid John Collins, an administrative
am Friday have been permitted to remain
member of the Calendar Committee. It
in residence halls until Saturday mornwas an extra day for students to study,
ing, in recent semesters.
he said.
"If they want to stay, students need to
contact their resident director and let
Collins said the scheduling of the 7
him know," Thibodeau said.
p.m. Friday final could not have been
avoided. There were 20 periods and onThibodeau said closing instructions
ly four days to schedule them.
were mailed out the week before finals.
The notice mailed to students read as
The final exam schedule is made up
follows:" Residential Life provides houstwo years in advance, and Collins said
ing for residence hall students until 8
reading day will not be featured in the
a.m. on Saturday, Dec. 23."
-near future.
By Simon Varney
Staff Writer

- I

Reitsased by Maras Films
Produced by Robert Nevernyor and John Hardy
Directed by Steven Soderbergb
Screenplay by Steven Soderberg*
Starrinis James Specks, And.IllecDowee,Peter
fiellagheg, Laura San Giacomo, or Verner (C) Fisted It

Saturday, January 20
Shows at 6:30 and 9:00 p.m.
AdniisSititi13 with UMaine Student In
$3.00 all others.

UMaine students not
left in cold during
the Fall finals week

$•

Every Student is Eligible for Some 'Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellowships. grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector
funding
• Many sing
to students based on their academic interests,career
plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers, grocery
clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers
etc
• Results GUARANTEED

CALL
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For A Free Brochure

(800)346-6401
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Media originally banned from
Lick's 'open' budget forum
Ed

Dole wants

to

lo
WASHINGTON (AP)- Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, claiming the White House's blessing, wants to provide new aid to emerging democracies in Eastern Europe and Panama by trimming aid
across the board to traditional allies.
.L._ rf"
11/ithin imnaire
PLILLIC
ff. lynx 1 11,116•AlA
A.
S"fmnatle.a.
day and in the opinion column in the Na
iv5 York
denuncian
tions came from Isreal and assorted lobbyists for other countries that
would lose out under the plan.
But State Department spokeswoman Margaret llitwiler called it
"well worth looking at." Dole said President Bush himself had
-him---he appreciated it," which he took as an endorsement.
U.SadtoW
At news conference, Dols-proposed_
Tntimcis,
to all countries now protected by congressional "earmarks," the
largest of which are Isreal, Egypt, Pakistan, Turkey, the Philippines,
El Salvador, Greece and Honduras. That would free about $400
million to help encourage fledgling democracies, he said.
"Some of these countries have to realize there are kwer tensions
in the world, and maybe some of their demands can be reduced..
because we have new players' in the foreign aid field, Dole said.
Dole said he alreay received a call from the American-lsreal Public
Affairs Committee expressing alarm about the proposal. The group
issued a statement calling for new aid to emerging democracies but
adding, "We believe it should not be at the expense of other vital
U.S. foreign policy objectives. We must try not to hurt some allies
in the process of helping other allies."
"Nobody will like it," Dole said. "But it seems to me fair and
(see CUTS page 15)
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University of Maine President Dale
Lick had originally barred members of
the press from attending Thursday's
faculty and staff forum on the budget.
However, members of the local media
complained and Maine Campus Editor
-- Sven_pp
threatened to file a
freedom-of-access suit against UMaine.
Lick and other advisors took the matter under consideration and decided to
allow press members into the meeting.
Lick said he had decided not to allow
the press, especially television stations
rr

UTE

I ETT

Will.I Cr

meeting because he was worried about
distractions "disrupting the flow of in-formation:' with faculty and staff not
feeling free to speak openly at the forum.
He._said his change of position by
allowing the media to come was "the
right-decisiot"; however, Lick did-not
say whether the threat of lawsuit led to
his change of heart. Pappas had decided to invoke Maine's
freedom of information act — a law
declaring most state government
meetings as open to the public —
because he felt the need to assert the
right of his newspaper's readership to
know the events of the meeting.
Lick, however, after conferring with
UMaine System Attorney Dick Hayden,
interpreted his meeting to be exempt
from the statute, and, as such, decided
to close the meeting to the press.
Hayden said in a telephone interview
Tuesday that a section of the law which
names "the University of Maine System

Board of Rustees and its committees"
as organizations covered by the law
could not be extended to include the
meeting.
The Campus argued that other portions of the law, placing "...any regional
or other political or administrative subdivision" of Maine state government and
"any board or commission of any state
agency or authority" under the law,
could be extended to include the
meeting.
Brooks J. Hamilton, ProfessOr
Journafism ana one of mi..authors of Maine's freedom of access
law, said he believed the meeting was
covered by the freedom-of-access law
and that Lick's attempt to prevent the
press from entering the forum was in
violation of that law.
After several complaints by the local
media, Lick announced Thursday afternoon that he had reronsidered his position and that he would "regretfully" include the local media in the meeting. He
did not offer a reason for the change of
opinion.
No faculty or staff member complained about the media's presence during the
forum, and afterwards, Lick said, "we
made the right decision" by letting the
media attend.
"There's a belief that it's a state
university, receiving state funds, and as
such (the media) should be allowed
in," Lick said. "It turns out we dicjir
the right thing" by letting the media
cover the meeting.
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We, the Newman Center Staff, welcome
you back and wish you a very
good Spring semester
NOUNCE:

e- st

Sunday's 11:15 Mass
NOW at
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the Memorial Union*
Sunday 9:30am
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Other Liturgies:

6:15pm

Newman Center

4:45pm
We encourage you to call us at 866-2155, if you have other needs or questions.
Fr. Frank Murray

Sr. Carole jean

Jim Reagan
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Campus Comics
by Steven Kurth
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Smoking down,
chewing up for
college males
(CPS) — College-educated people are
less likely to smoke, but college met are
using chewing tobacco more than they
used to, two separate studies have found.
A Centers for Disease Control(CDC)
survey of about 20,000 people found that
less-educafed people, who also tend to
be of a lower social and economic statti,,
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school grads or petle with at least some
colleges credits.
"There has been progress in reducing
cigarette smoking, but the study shows
most of the progress lb limited to the
well-educated," said
Dr. _Luis
0
Escobedo of the Atlanta-based CDC.
Among the. ltt-_107.,34-year-olds
surveyed, 41 percent of the people who
didn't graduate from high school were
smokers.
By comparison, 34 percent of the high
school grads smoked, and only 19 percent of the people who had more than
a high school education smoked.
Yet tobacco remains a campus staple.
Separately, a Pennsylvania State University study found that one in five college
men use chewing tobacco, almost double .1he number of college men who
smarke.
Elbert Glower, director of the Center
for Tobacco Studies at Penn State and
head of the study, said he was surprised
--to find a high number of students who
. use smokeless tobacco.
Of the 5,894 college students surveyed,
22 percent of the men chew tobacco
while only 13 percent said they smoke.
Of the women surveyed, 2 percent said
they chewed, and 16 percent said they
smoked.
"People see smokeless tobacco as a
safe alternative to smoking. The very
first hazard people think of with smoking is lung cancer," Glower said.
However, g 1986 surgeon general's
. report said smokeless tobacco causes
-----/Tavities, gum disease and oral cancer. It
is also believed to be as addictive as
_ _
=cigarettes.
Glower fears an epidemic of oral
cancer, a disease that typically doesn't
become evident until its victims are in
their mid-fifties, will erupt in a decade
or two when the current generation of
chewers moves into late middle age.
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Condom machines now in dorms
By Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
For a mere 50 cents, students at the
University of Maine can now purchase
condoms from dispensing machines.
Condom dispensing machines have
been placed in all University of Maine
dorimitories, said Steve Deabay,
manager of vending services,
Wednesday.
Deabay said that the machines have
been placed in dormitory laundry
rooms, a location he describes as "nonthreatening."
"(A laundry room)is a place general-- ty frequented by student-rand it will give
them privacy,'" Efeabity said. "It's a
non-threatening environment."
The machines, provided by a repiresentative of U.S.A. Pharmacists, have also
been placed on the Bangor Campus and
in the_ __Yolk Village Community

Declining to estimate the use of the
machines this year, Deabay said it will
be better to make sales projections next
year.
"I don't know how we're going to

do," Deabay said. "I think we still as
a generation of people need to understand how to use(condoms)and what we
use them for."
While Deabay said it is a "sensitive

subject," he feels the introduction of
the condom dispensing machines signals
a growing time for the university.
"I would suspect this semester to be
a growing time for the campus community," he said. "It's a choice and I
guess that's what universities are about
-- making choices."
Ruth Lockhart, health educator at
Cutler Health Center, echoed Deabay's
feelings.
"I think that it indicates a new level
of responsibility on the part of the
University of Maine by making condoms
said.
"Barring abstinence, we know condoms are the best protection against
transmission of STD's (sexually
transmitted diseases) and AIDS," she
said. "I am very, very pleased that
Residential Life has chosen to do
this."
Although several students are concerned that the heat from the dryers will
effect the condoms, Deabay said he is
going on the approval of the vendor.
"(The location) was looked at by the
vendor. His feeling is it's not a concern," Deabay said. "We're using the
vendor's knowledge and experience."
Deabay added that he is open to
students' comments and concerns.

"We're trying to provide condoms for
protection against AIDS and other types
of sexually transmitted diseases,"
Deabay said. "We're not endorsing any
particular behavior."
The machines, which were installed at
no cost, will not generate any income for
the university, Deabay said.

Many state budgets are going bust
(AP) - State governments from
food "snack tax" in Maryland.
California to Maine are running on empMs. Howard blames the fiscal crises
ty this year, forcing legislators to shove
on sluggish corporate profits tht producsocial issues into the back seat while they
ed lower-than-expected corporate inhunt for ways to raise or save money.
come tax revenues. "I think the states
A few states, particularly in the Pacific
that have the biggest problems are the
Northwest, have managed to avoid fiscal
states that rely most heavily on that
pitfalls, but a majority around the countax," she said.
try have fallen victim to an unexpected
Midwestern states have generally
plunge in tax revenues.
coped with the downturn, she said,
Associated Press reports from all 50
because their expectations "are so low
state capitols indicate budget problems
that it's not difficult to meet them."
will be the top issue in more than 20- - iraiten so, some states are having proes this_ year, and_ will be_among the—-Wm: Kansas is faced with the magimain issues in most others. Most
cian's task of trying to cut unpopular
—tegislative sessions begin this month or
property taxes while attempting to
in early February.
balance a money-short budget.
Plenty of other issues have shouldered
Similarly, Ms. Howard said, Southern
their way into the state capitols abortion,
states have mostly met their income prodrug abuse, education, ethics, the enjections. but that doesn't mean they're
vironment and insurance rates among
wealthy. Louisiana is still slipping on lost
them. Each is considered the top issue
oil revenues, and Hurricane Hugo blew
somewhere, but each will have to comaway any hope of supluses in the
pete with the King Kong of state politics
Carolinas.
the budget.
"I think if `no frills' has ever been
In Missouri, where new revenue hasn't
identified with a budget, it will be this
begun to keep up with the demand for
year," said South Carolina state Rep.
new prograns, Senate Appropriations
James W. Johnson Jr. "I think we are
Chairman Roger Wilson warned state
going to do well to tread water and stay
agencies to decide "who gets into the
where we are."
lifeboat first."
California's budget was shaken up by
And his state is in good shape comthe Bay area earthquake, but the rest of
pared to the real Titanics, the states
the West is generally in good shape.
along the Northeast coast. They are tryLegislators in Washington and Utah even
ing to bail out of potential deficits that
get to decide what to do with extra
include $1.5 billion in New,York, $ 500
money.
million in Massachusetts, $400 million
Perhaps the least pleasant task
in Connecticut, $.80._.suillion in New
awaiting legislators this year is :.- ciding
Hampshire, $67 million. in Maine and
whether to adopt more stringent abor$30 million in Maryland.
tion regulations. Nearly every legislature
"The Northeast is far and away in the
will have to confront what Alabama
worst shape of any region," said Marstate Sen. Chip Bailey calls "the most
cia Howard, research director for the Nacontroversial issue any legislature will
tional Association of State Budget Ofdeal with in the next decade." -fiters. "I can't think of another state that
Drug abuse is expected to be a major
is in as bad shape as any of the states
issue in more than a dozen states.
in New England." In Georgia, Democratic House leaders
Among the proposed solutions: raishave prepared a package of more than
ing taxes in Massachusetts, canceling a
40 bills for what they call a "Death on
tax cut in New York, raising "sin taxes"
Drugs Campaign," ranging from inin New Hampshire and imposing a junk
creased penalties for traffickers to im-

proved anti-drug educational programs.
Republicans and Democratic Gov. Joe
Frank Harris are proposing their own
packages.
Several states, including Alabama,
New York and Rhode Island, are con-

sidering proposals to suspend convicted
drug users' driver's licenses. "People
seem to cherish their driver's license, and
I think that would be an effective penalty," Rhode Island Gov. Edward
DiPrete said.

(
I
II The Campus Events
Telephone Line
Call 581-2400 for
daily campus happenings.
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After the first week of classes
you probably need a break. Come to

Geddy's Pub
- --MAE Happy

From 4-7 p.m. there will be free food,
all you can eat.

And at 7:30 watch Glenn Gleason win M-TV's
Remote Control on wide screen TV.
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Voronietzy piano recital includes romantic works
performance scheduled
for Jan. 12

Former Beatles may
sing together again

••••••••••

•

LONDON (AP) - Paul McCartney
says he and the two other surviving
Beatles, George Harrison and Ringo
Starr, may get together again to play
some music.
Last year in a phone-in radio program
with the British Broadcasting Corp.,
McCartney said the Beatles would never
be revived because it would be too difficult to replace John Lennon, the fourth
Be,atle, who was slain by a gunman in
New York on Dec. 8, 1980.
But in a recorded BBC television interview, details of which were released
early Wednesday, McCartney said:
"There is a chance that we might get
back together and just ease our way in
with little projects.
"Maybe the three of us will play a bit
of music together just for fun. That
would be nice.
"It wouldn't be a Beatles' reunion but
it would be the three of us getting
together again, which would be nice."
He made no mention of any replacement for Lennon playing with them.
The Beatles split in 1970 amid bitter
wrangles about money.
The British domestic news agency
Press Association reported rumors in the
pop music world that McCartney, Harrison and Starr LouId perform together
at next month's musical Grammy
Awards ceremony in Los Angeles.
McCartney, 47, has been nominated
for a Grammy award for lifetime
achievement. Harrison, 46, has been
nominated for a Grammy album-of-theyear award with his group The 11-aveling
Wilburys. Starr, 49, has been nominated
for a Grammy best country single award.
McCartney is currently on the British
leg of a world concert tour undertaken
with the environmental group Friends of
the Earth. The world tour began last
September, took in a visit to the United
States at the end of last year, and ends
this summer.

ORONO, Maine - A piano
recital by Baycka

Voronietzky, associate professor of music, says she feels

the University of Maine's
-Flauck_Auditorium.
The first-Tialf
performance includes works of
the romantic period, Schubert's
Impromptu, Op. 142, No. 1 in
_Brahins__Three interrnezzi, Op. 118, No. 1, No.2
and No. 6, Mendelssohn's
"Song Without Words," Op.
53, No. 3 in G Minor, and
Chopin's Nocturne, Op. 62, No.
1 in B Major and Ballade, Op.
38 in F Major. The second half
has a French flavor with Ravel's
Jeux D'Eau (Water Play), and
Debussy's Three Preludes.
The recital is free to the
public, but donations for music
scholarships are accepted. For
more information call 581-3756.

music. Yet within that general
style ihe says she wants to
babince the compositions corn;
birking a somber kahms_with a,
lighter Mendelssohn. She is ending the recital with Beethoven's
Sonata,_Op_liain__A_Fiat Ma
jdr, one of his last works and
one she feels is a salute to
singers for its operatic tone.
Voronietzky holds master's
degrees from the Chopin Conservatory in Warsaw, Poland,
and the University of
Massachusetts, and has studied
at the St. Cecilia Conservatory
in Rome, the California Institute of the Arts and the
Peabody Conservatory in
Baltimore where she also
taught.

Wieck to present violin
and viola recital

ORONO, Maine - Anatole
Wieck, assistant professor of
music, will perform a violin and
viola recital Saturday, Jan. 27 at
the University of Maine's Lord
The violin segment of the 7
p.m. concert includes the
...Sonata in C Minor, Op. 6 No.
5 by Locatelli, "I Palpiti Variations" by Paganini based on a
theme from Rossini's opera
"Tancredi,""Lullaby" by the
Chinese composer Chen YuHsin and "Lindaraxa's Garden"
by the Spanish composer Nin.

The last piece is an evocation of
the Alhambra, the Moorish
palace in Grenada.
The viola half of the concert
includes three short pieces by
French composer Mann
MaraiF., the ArpeggiYne Sonata
by Schubert, and Adagio and
Allegro by Schumann.
Born in Riga, Latvia, Wieck
says he enjoys playing two instruments during one recital
and likes the variety of selections such a combination
allows.

Having completed his early
studies in the Soviet Union, he
earned his doctorate in 1987
from the Juilliard School in
New York City. He joined UM
in 1986.
Lillian Garwood, UM music
instructor, will accompany
Wieck on the piano. Garwood
and Wieck are on the roster of
the Touring Artists Program of
the Maine Arts COmmission. In
May 1989, Wieck and Garwood
toured Spain performing in
several cities.
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Gleason wins the grand prize on Remote Control
By John Begin
Staff Writer
Glenn Gleason sat in the Newark,
New Jersey airport with his typewriter,
trying to finish a 10-page term paper on
jazz legend Charlie Parker for his
History of Jazz class.
The University o? Maine senior had
.aciidbetfitEforne and Fortnne as the
winning contestant on MTV's "Remote
Control" just the day before, but
Gleason had little time to relish his victory because his "whirlwind" trip to
New York City.coipsiOed with the begin.
I

contestants, won the contest by correctly answering questions pertaining to
such diverse categories as "Brady
Physics" and "Celebrity Flesh."
He then earned the all-expense-paid
trip to the "Remote Control" studio in
New York by successfully identifying
nine musical groups as they flashed
across two television monitors..
That Gleason was strapped to a giant
wheel (the "Wheel of Jeopardy") and
was spinning in circles at the time made
the feat all the more impressive.
Gleason was contacted by MTV during Thanksgiving break and found out

show before mine. It helped, because I
got a feel of what was going on and I
wasn't as nervous," he said.
The time for Gleason's taping finally
arrived, and he was pitted against
students from Syracuse University and
SUNY-Albany.
"The set was a lot smaller than it
seems (on television), and there was
tacky stuff everywhere," he said. "It really looked like somebody's statement."
Gleason said the New York contest
mirrored the one held at UMaine from
beginning to end.
u I

4-

•

momentarily stunned.
"I rang in before Ken had even finished the question," Gleason said.
"He just looked at me and said
`Uh...Yeah!"
The first round was completed with a
sing-a-long conducted by co-host Colin
Quinn, and then it was time for the
snack break.
"They dropped shelled peanuts from
the ceiling," Gleason said. "They
came humming down, too. Then they
cut to a commercial and three guys came
out with these huge "Shop-Vacs" and
sucked everything up while we (the con-
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"It was weird. It didn't hit me right
of the busiest times of the semester.
away," he said. "I had to put
"They wanted m6to go Dec. 7, but I
everything into tocui becausel had a--"bad a lot of papers to &o, so I went on
:::1013age_paper_tiutaaTricla,V: —
- Dec. 14,!_i_h said.
"Remote Control," the game show
Five shows were taped that dny.
that features obscure TV-trivia quesHis was the second one taped.
-tion3,appeased at
-1
_was pretty nei vou.vIlleri I got there
e-cm-Ser47-27as part of its "Live Out Of The BaseThe other kids seemed to know what
ment Tour" of college campuses.
they were talking about;-"--Gleason
Gleason, one of three UMaine student
said. "But 1 got a chance to watch the

here," he said. "L was down by 30
points at the-beginiiing and I came on
strong at the end.
After answering "three or four" in It
row 40Ward-the elnd-of-the first round,
Gleason began to make his move.
His quick response to host Ken Ober's
question about Rain Pryor, comedian
Richard Pryor's daughter who appears
on "Head Of The Class," left Ober
•
•
•
•

RESERVE

OFFICERS' TRAINING

_
If you're a freshman or sophomore with good
grades, apply now for a three-year or two-year
scholarship, From Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most
books and fees, plus $100 per school month. They
also pay off with leadership experience and officer
credentials impressive to future employers.
7

VC'

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For more information, call 5814126 or stop by
room 114 in the back of the Field House.

u;ass";

tUI wo.s,vra

said.
The lead shined baaTindloaThitween Gleason and the contestant from
Syracuse during most of the second
round, until Gleason went ahead to stay
with correct answers to a round-ending
-Think Real Fast" segment about Paul
Hogan, Hulk Hogan, and Col. Hogan.
(see GLEASON page 15)
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Repeat offender

O

n March 24, 1989, at 12:04 a.m., the Exxon Valdez
ran aground on Bligh Reef, off the coast of Alaska.
Over 11 million gallons of oil were spilled into
Prince William Sound, and over 350 miles of Alaska's
shoreline were eventually contaminated in the worst oil spill
in United States history.
While the initial public outcry was severe, it worsened later
-on when it *11-discoverea that capt.-Joaepicilazeiwood had ---- left the bridge of the Valdez, turned on the ship's automaticpilot, and handid-contiola—of the snip over to_an unauthoriz-, --- - - -ed third mate. -Vivid pictures of oil-covered wildlife being pu e rom
ocean flashed across televisions and newspapers all over the
country.
Exxon attempted futile clean-up operations, but the
damage was already done:•
On Jan. 2, another Exxon spill occurred. This time, a leak
in an underwater pipeline was to blame for over 500,000
gallons of home heating oil being spilled in the Arthur Kill
shipping channel bctwccn New Jersey and Staten Island. The
name of the channel was appropriate, because as of Jan. 13,
369 dead seagulls, ducks, and other birds were pulled from
the channel, with many more deaths expected.
The Environmental Protection Agency has planned to levy
a daily S10,000 fine on the Exxon Corporation, until it
receives a detailed explanation of the spill.
This is a step in the right direction. Exxon must be made
to pay the price for its mistakes, because of the serious environmental repercussions that have resulted from both spills.
Monetary penalties will not prevent further spills from occurring, however.
The EPA must begin to enforce r
ne checks of the perIt's like a bad dream that
sonnel, equipment, and operating procedures of oil-shipping
won't go away for University of
companies such as Exxon, to insure that future spills do not
Maine President Dale Lick. Onoccur.
ly
it isn't a nightmare. It's real.
Our environment cannot take the abuse.
The names Peter Gavett and
Victoria Watras have been common place in the local media
S.
during the past two years. But
the former UMaine women's
basketball coach and player
have not received that attention
because of their talents in
athletics. Instead the two were
thrown into the headlines when
they each quit their rad in col---Tege basketball.
When Watras quit playing
during the 1987-88 season and
Gavett resigned as coach the
Friday, January 19, 1990
vol. 106
no. 2
following summer the public
was led to believe the departures
Steven M. Pappas
were separate and unrelated.
Editor
But rumors spread, because it
was hard for anyone who knew
how important the game was to
William M. Fletcher
them, to believe the reasons for
Business Manager
their departure. Watras said the
game wasn't fun anymore and
yet she used to dribble a ball
John Begin, Assistant Editor
everywhere
she went when she
Eric Roach, Assistant Business Manager
was a kid—the game was a part
Damon Kiesow, Managing Editor
of her.
Jonathan Bach, City Editor
Gavett said he left to pursue
Andy Bean, Sports Editor
business interests—just four
Rick Bodwell, Opinion Editor
months after he signed a threeKevin Davis, Assistant Opinion Editor
year contract extension.
The speculation that their
Tammy Hartford, Features Editor
departures were related has been
John Baer, Photo Editor
given credibility with a civil suit
Galen Perry, Beth Boucher, Ad Managers
filed by Watras against Gavett
Ralph Bartholomew, Ad Production Manager
Jan. 8, claiming assault and atChris Dyer, Ad Production Manager
tempting
forced
sexual
relations.
The opinions contained in any columns, letters or cartoons appearing in the Maine Campus
For the first time the names
are those of the author or artist and do not necessarily represent those Of the Campus or
have officially. been tied
its staff
together.
The Maine Campus is published three times a week
at the University of Maine. ". Details of a story that has
Offices are in the basement of Lord Hall, Suite 7A,
UMaine, Orono, Me.,04469.- -..-haunted the university since the
Telephone numbers: Editor, 581-1271;
Advertising, 581-1273; Subscriptions, Ae1987-88 women's basketball
counts, 581-1272; City Editor 581-1270; Newsroom,
581-1267, 1269; Sports,
season continue to unfold.
581-1268. Printed at the Ellsworth American, Ellsworth,
Me.(c)Copyright 1990,
The Maine Campus. All rights reserved.
Many said the whole truth
would never be known. Now a

It's time for the truth

Maine Campa
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The nightmare continues for
Lick and the institution. The
warm milk was sour.
Watras accuses the university of tolerating improper
behavior by a coach. Until she
came forward no one could link
Watras with the harassment
charges against Gavett. After
two years, just when people involved might have begun
breathing easier, she comes
forward.
--Lick and-the public-are prcg--bably-wonctering Whv1bC decid=
ed to come forward now, and
not then. But it doesn't really
matter why, or doesit?
In an issued statement, the
more accurate prediction might
university denies the charges,
be—it's just a matter of time.
but Lick and other officials
From.the start, the universirefuse to comment further on
ty's proceedure involving these
the issue. All questions are beindividuals has been to either
ing referred to the University of
deny knowledge or not t6
Maine System lawyer.
comment.
The cycle has begun again.
So far that plan hasn't workDenial followed by no comed and it doesn't look like it will
ment, then a long drawn out
be successful this time either.
court battle and finally the
The true reason for Gavett's
TRUTH.
resignation was discovered
If the university has nothing
when the university, by court
to hide it should tell its side of
order, released a document
the story. At a good university
revealing the former coach had
students learn and grow from •
"acknowledged physical contact
their mistakes—the administraof a personal nature with a stution should too.
dent." The student wasn't
If the whole story had been
named and Watras at the time
told in the beginning, the issue
denied being involved with the
would be a dead one, by now,
harassment charges.
and the university could be
The adage "time heals all
focusing on solving the strains
wounds" seemed to be a
the budget cuts will cause.
remedy. The blemish on the
Sure, if their was wronguniversity_ for concealing theindoing there would be repercusformation- was still there,'but-- sions, but at least the monkey
you could only see it in the right
still wouldn't be on the univerlight.
sity's back today.
But the university was
Instead, the black mark will
'rounded again when it was
continue to follow Lick and the
named as a defendant in
University of Maine until the
Watras' suit, and this time a
case is resolved, and that could
scar may remain.
take a while.

Andy Bean

1
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Think peace
Guest column by Shiela Griffith
The word peace is being
heard more frequently these
days.'Revolutions in Germany,
Russia, and China as well as environmental issues are making
people think,
Pr-ucthcalWa

c

ban cocktail parties. He said
that at these parties, people are
usually divided into two groups.
One being the conflict group,
the second being the broccoli
dip group. The first thought

-sad— ihas4 wana twin° lcusUzi! t

nkor

newscasters talk about the ef- They were playing a game in
leas of Ahe United States not----their-group, and tho-lioia0vas-being in a cold war. They ask conflict.
themselves and the public on
In Grey's words, our society
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sper in peace?"
A recent Peace Studies Lecture by Grey Cox covered these
topics so important in the
beginning of a new decade.
Grey began his lecture saying he
had been introduced to Peace
Studies through teaching
chemistry, and began teaching
English.
Here, Grey introduced the
standard definition of peace.
He said that generally peace is
viewed as negative. That when
people were asked to define
peace, it was "not war or the
absence of." As a writer, Grey
said that peace was not a verb,
but war definitely was. War is
an activity, ie..warring, but
peace is not, "I mean who ever
heard of peacing? Come on!"
This example showed that these
two words are lopsided, when
they should be equal. Because
of this, the nature of peace is
fundamentally hidden or blinded by basic assumptions and
practices in our society.
Grey also talked about subur-

Without conflict, no life. So the
first group had a game of conflict where points were made by
picking apart claims, demanding definitions, and saving
face. Feelings were masked and
irrelevant. If an inappropriate
emotion was shown, this was a
betrayal of rationality. When
pinned, when you were about to
be "got," the name of the
game was bluff. Grey knew this
group well.
Now with the second group,
here Grey was stumped. He
couldn't follow the discussion,
and it didn't seem rational. He
said "he felt like a basketball
player dribbling half way down
the court to find they're in a
volleyball court, and his
teamates are saying "hey, don't
throw the ball at me." When
a point was brought up, it
would be discussed then abandoned for a new topic. Grey_
tried to bring in conflict by saying "let's settle that last
point," but his teamates
would only look puzzled.

• -

What he came to realize, was
the broccoli dip group was
working as a whole. Subjects
were brought up for the benefit
of the members, and the important aspect was whether it was
worth mentioning at all. The
team worked to cultivate
coherent insight. Ideas were
allowed to mature and grow, the
outcome was holistic. Grey's
audience smiled, watching as he
grew animated and relaxed at
the same time.
Some key words that Grey
emphasized in "The Ways of
Peace," a book he wrote, have
found places in our society. It
is amazing the insight they can
bring, with realization, the
change they can elicit. They are;
rhetoric, military, reasoning, defend position, counter attack,

charges, strategies, tactics, win,
victors, defeat, the structure of
the way we reason, live by. This
is the method the first group of
conversationalists used at the
cocktail parties. For the second
group, excitement forms!
Whole, confidence, together,
growth, insight, ideas, maturing, truth, organic, benefit, the
fruit of life, and peace.
So much of what said made
sense. War is active, and viewed
as such, but peace can be more
active, and definitely needs to
be viewed as so. How we decide
to feel and whether we are willing to work together are the
breaking points. Awareness of
conflict, being angry about it,
doing something constructive to
solve the problem, and then
learning how to avoid the con-

al things you can count ofr-Guett column by Jon Bach
I've been here for three and always do and will fall short.
WMEB about it and the
a half years and I've realized I've seen their handiwork for
senator, also a d.j. at the stathere are a lot of things you can seven semesters, such as: - givtion, was banned from the air.
count on at the University of ing $700 to a forlorn island call- ' - and my personal favorite,
their attempt to regulate the
Maine. You can almost set your ed Nevis which was ravaged by
watch by certain events.
Hurricane Hugo in 1989 (I
discretion of the Orono police.
For
instance,
Nice try, but it'll be a cold day
there's know I haven't heard of it
guaranteed to be: — an uproar either);
in hell before student represenover textbook prices at the
- giving more money to the
tatives determine an essential
part of police work—enforcing
beginning of each semester. University Singers than what
the law.
This affliction is so predictable, they asked for (must have been
you can set your watch by it. their performance in front of
3 - You can count on a lot of
But every semester, the prices senate that clinched it Tor
performances at the University
seem to stay the same. It will be them);
of Maine, some by less-than- student government had a
popular groups and one or
discovered and revealed for the
maybe two performances by deumpteenth time that the price president who asked Dale Lick
cent ones. Past shows by lessgods at the top of the "why are there so many black
publishing ladder, distributors athletes at the University of than-popular artists include
and manufacturers too, make Maine?" which set him up to Youssou N'Dout-Yolin Caffirty, and Ray Boston. But groups
take.a beating from the press;
these deoisions and the
like the Hooters, the Violent
- they staged several botched
bookstore has nothing to do
elections which resulted in re- Femmes, and if all had gone
with the high prices.
staged elections or the election
well, the Alarm.
Someone from the bookstore
I'm not holding my-breath,
will-write a letter to the Cam—ortreclarific-ation-of-the-candidates' qualifications
pus that will answer an angry
butjiSing too far off?--Right-.7--.they passed a reSO ntion to
student's complaint that th 're
establish "an Official Radio
4- Although the Daily Maine
ripping us- off.--Happen-every
semester. Like I said, it's one of- -Show of the General Student Campus has returned to a lessSenate" to be aired on the cam- than-daily format, it still can be
the things you can count on.
pus radio station WMEB. Un- counted on in its 115th year to
will
government
2 - Student
fortunately,
they forgot to ask
bring you the news. It can still
they
like
policies
make
to
try

be relied on as the source and
center of controversy, criticism,
and communication between
university students, faculty, and
staff, the only difference is that
you won't see it as frequently.
What can I say as a former
editor? We held out as long as
we could with having so sparse
of a staff. All good things must
come to an end, I suppose.
5 - you can count on going to
classes on the first day and having to sit through the entire
50-minute period which the instructor has decided will be
devoted to learning about the
syllabus. It's on the first day you
discover those types of professors who like to use every
minute of the 50 and then some.
You can just count on those
types. Someone wise also said that
you gauge how long a semester
will seem by the amount of time
you spend in line buying textbooks for that semester. I hope
the line is short this year.

flict, is the road to peace.
Grey said he was going to talk
for twenty-five or thirty
minutes, and then open the"
floor for discussion. He ended
up speaking for fort3L-five
minutes, and after a few questions, people began trailing out.
Grey thought this was funny,
and remarked "should I be letting them leave like this?" In
other words, should we have
parting words? Is there
anything we're not letting you
express that you'd care to do so
before you leave? People smiled again. Grey Cox was putting
into practice what he had been
teaching. Be aware, work
together, grow, solve, live
peacefully. -

Got a gripe?
Letters to the
-editor should be 300
words or less, and
guest
columns
should be about 450
words.
For verification
purposes, a name,
address,
and
telephone number
MUST be included
with all letters. No
letters will be
printed that are
received without a
name
and
telephone number
for verification.
The Maine campus
reserves
the
right to edit letters
for length, taste,
and libel.
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AT&T glitches irk callers nationwide

1

•

or recordings the first time.
Gary
spokesman
Company
Morgenstern said AT&T completed
about 83 million calls Monday, within
the range of 80 million to 85 million calls
completed on a normal day, About 35
million of those completed calls went
through during the problem period.
Allen said he was optomistic the problem would not recur or affect the company's credibility in its battle to maintain its 70 percent share of the longdisance market.
AT&T plans an advertising campaign
designed to help show customers it is still

BEDMINSTER, N.J. (AP)- AT&T
blamed its largest service outrage ever on
a computer glitch in a new system
designed to bolster its long-distance network, and moved quickly Tbesday to
make amends with customers.
"It was certainly the most farreaching
service problem we've ever experienced," AT&T Chairman Robert E. Allen
said.
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
discovered the problem about 2:30 p.m.
EST Monday, and did not correct it until nine hours later. More than half the

v..-•rem

wide network during the trouble did not
go through, the company said.
AT&T said it traced the ,glitch to a
computer-in -New Yoil City that helps
direct calls through the vast telephone
network. Allen said it was not caused by
a computer virus or sabotage.
The company said the problem
stemmed from a bug, or "logic" problem, inadvertently written into the software, or computer program. The problem spread to more than 100 switching
centers.
"It was almost like a nightmare
waiting to be dreamed," said AT&T
spokesman Burke Stinson. "It was there
all the time but the conditions were not
right."
In a briefing at the company's sprawling Network Operations Center in this
New York City suburb, Allen announced plans to offer a discount day when
all of AT&T's approximately 80 million
customers can make calls at reduced
rates.

Allen called the plan a small compensation to customers who couldn't do
business or reach friends and relatives
during the outage.
The company had not decided the discount and date, but Allen said AT&T is
filing an emergency petition with the
Federal Communications Commission
to approve the measure.
Other options for compensations are
being reviewed, said Herb Linnen,
another company spokesman, but details
were not yet available.
Allen said he could not estimate losses

riers, -Allen said adding the company
- —plans to contact its large customers_ to
---assess t -outrage* impact. -7 - _ Neither MCI Communications Corp.
AT&T's main comMil US
petitors, plant()change their marketing
strategies to capitalize on AT&T's problem, spo'tesmen said. Both reported an
increase in calls Monday as customers
sought alternatives to AT&T.
"les an unfortunate situation and not
to AT&T or its customers from the trou,_
one we're going to try to take advantage
ble. Airline reservation centers,
of in that way," said John Landsberg,
telephone marketers and others who dea Sprint spokesman at its Kansas City,
pend on telephones were especially afMo., headquarters.
fected, officials have said.
AT&T said it would investigate the
The failure, however, may have been
somewhat muted by the Martin Luther
possibility of transferring major
customers to competitors during
King holiday, which reduced the load of
emergencies. On Monday, AT&T
government, business and banking calls.
operators at first refused to give out acAT&T said about 148 million calls
numbers for its customers to use
cess
were attempted Monday, compared with
Sprint
or MCI due to a company policy,
about 110 million calls attempted calls
but
the
policy was abandoned later in the
on a normal day, mainly due to the
said.
AT&T
day,
number of callers who got busy signals
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R.A Information Session Schedule
Fall 1990 Positions
AREA

DATE

TIME

East Campus

Monday, Jan. 22

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

West Campus

Tuesday, Jan. 23

2:3O -43O

South Campus

Thursday, Jan. 25

3:30 - 5:30 p.m.

PLACE
Hilltop Conference Room Wells Lounge
Stodder TV Lounge

Do you consider these quolificotions _to be imported in poientiol employees?
Relevant experience
Leadership ability

Communication skills
Effectively working in groups

Showing concern for others
Involvement in a major organization

High commitment
A motivator

Potential employers do! They also have high regard for former Resident Assistants! Become a resident assistant
and at the same time attain these important qualities. Come to an Information Session to get your
application.
Students MUST attend an information session to obtain an application. Both
on-campus and off-campus students can choose to go to any one of these
I sessions. Students need to attend the entire session from beginning to end._
(Approximately 2 hours) Must have minimum of one year residence in
halla.
--Mlist presently have 2.0 minimum semester and accumulative G.P.A.

BECOME AN RA - MAKE A DIFFERENCE
_--------------------------------------------------------------------------

6.-^.6011
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(continued from page 11)

(eontinned from page 7)

across the board." Of Isreal, he added: "We have limits. Isreal has gotten a
lot of preferential treatment."
The Isreali Embassy in Washington
issued a statement agreeing that historic
change was occuring in Eastern Europe,
but noting "the winds of change have
failed to reach the Middle East, and the
dangers Isreal faces have even increased."
Of this year's $14.6 billion foreign aid
program, 92 percent has been earmarked by Congress for specific recipients,
leaving just $1.2 billion for the adminisration to spread thinly among
dozens of friendly, needy nations. As
many as a dozen friendly countries will

Isreal, at $3 billion, is the top recipient
of U.S. aid for several reasons: strategic
importance as an ally in the Middle East,
participation in the Camp David peace
process with Egypt, and the political
clout of American Jews.
The second largest is Egypt, which
will get $2.1 billion this year- also largely because of the Camp David accord.
Turkey, a NATO ally, is to get $610
million. Pakistan, which has played a key
role in supplying arms to the U.S.- backed Mujaheddin rebels in Afghanistan,
will receive $490 million; and the Philippines, where the United States has important military bases and wants to support a struggling democracy, will get
J.30lI mUUuu.

money.

i Cosby
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photo by John Baer

After the segment, the student
from SUNY-Albany was eliminated
from the contest.
The final round was run like that
of "Jeopardy," with contestants
waging their points on a final
question.
Gleason won the game on a
"Laverne and Shirley" question,
guaranteeing himself another spin on
the "Wheel of Jeopardy" in the
process.
After naming eight of the nine
groups right off, Gleason got stuck
on the Sugarcubes, before finally
identifying the group with only a few
seconds remaining.
ft t tt.tt.1
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NEW YORK (AP) - Here are the
prime-time television ratings as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen Co. for the week
of Jan. 8-14. Top 10 listings include the
week's ranking, with full season-to-date
ranking in parentheses, rating for the
week, and total homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes onetime-only presentation. A rating
measures the percentage the nation's
92.1 million TV homes.
1. (1) -"Roseanne," ABC, 26.4
rating, 24i million homes.
2. (2) "The Cosby Show," NBC,
23.3, 21.5 million homes.
3. (3) "cheers," NBC, 22.2, 20.4
million twines.

"I play their albums on my show
at WMEB,so I owe WMEB a debt of
gratitude," he said.
For his efforts in New York,
Gleason won a ski trip to Colorado,
a snowboard, a Headstart computer
system, a video cassette recorder, a
General Electric stereo with compact
disc player, $200 worth of compact
discs, a portable neon radio, a programmable "Remote Control" game
for his television, an electronic dictionary with thesaurus, and a pair of
British Knights sneakers.
Gleason's show will be aired this
Friday evening on MTV, at 7:30 p.m.
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4. (4) "A Different World," NBC,
21.4, 19.7 million homes.
5. (5) "Golden Girls," NBC, 21.2,
19.5 million homes.
6. (6) "60 Minutes," CBS, 20.4, 18.7
million homes.
7. (8) "Empty nest," NBC, 19.8,
18.2 million homes.
7. (X) "CBS NFC Championship
Post-Season," 19.8, 18.2 million
homes.
9. (7) "Dear John," NBC, 19.3, 17.8
million homes.
---10. (8) "Wonder Years" ABC, 19.0,
17.5 million homes.
tt (It( t It I
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Come meet the Sisters of Alpha Phi on:

I,LAMIli:

.01.•••••-•-•"•••••-•

MondyJn. 22- - -AlVieeting-at &OOIce Creath St-frozeifiagurt Night at 7:30
Tuesdawlan. 23
Sledding with TKE at 6:00
Thursday, Jan. 25
Be in the Alpha Phi Room at 5:30
Bar-b-que & Snow Football with
Tuesday, jan._30_
1<qpb-a- Sigma- at 4i00 •
Be in the Alpha Phi Room at 3:30
Nachos Night!! Yum Yum! At 7:30
Wednesday, Jan. 31
Meeting at 6:00
Monday, Feb. 5
Wednesday, Feb. 7
1•••••

Mocktails at 8:00
This is the final party so come meet us!!

* Alpha:PN Room-isiDcatedin tilt Basement of Hancock Hall.*
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Black Bears win big, 74-61
Smith, Hodge combine for 45 points to pace UMaine
-

-11y Chad Finn
Staff Writer
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Andy Bean -

A different
hoop team
Something was different after
the University of Maine men's
basketball team handed North
Atlantic Conference opponent
-Northeastern University a 74-61
loss.
UMaine coach Ridy Keeling had
a big smile across his face on his
way to the victorious locker room.
When he got outside the Black
Bear lockers an assistant coach
said, "Get in here on the other
side."
—
The UMaine hoop team had
done something it hadn't done in
13 years - beat Northeastern at
home.
The Black Bears were not the
same team it had been for the first
14 games of the season. Or maybe
it's fairer to say this was a team
beginning to reach its potential.
has let
This wasn't the team that
_ ,
—
leads slip away.
This wasn't the team that folded
in the final minutes.
This wasn't the team that fell
apart in the face of a full-court
press.

•

Instead the Black Bear team of
Wednesday night took a 32-32
halftime tie and and used a sound.
uptempo pace to turn it into a
48-39 lead with 10 minutes left.
The Huskies pressed UMaine
and three minutes later it looked
like UMaine would falter again, up
by only two now, 50-48. Not this
time.
This time UMaine responded to
the pressure with a 10-3 run including three-pointers by Dean
Smith and Derrick Hodge. Smith
and Hodge led UMaine scorers
with 23 and 22 points respectively.
With time running down Northeastern went to fouling UMaine.
The Black Bears were shooting
.679 percent from the line for the
season. Not exactly outstanding
numbers and certainly not enough
to guaranteta win with a ninepoint lead.
But the Black Bears broke out
of the old again, hitting 12 straight
shots from the foul line down the
stretch.
(see BEAN page 17)

BANGOR—The University of Maine
men's basketball team, led by outstandint performances from_Deap. Smith.
and Derrick Hedge, defeated' NoriheasteriTlitiver
-sky 74-61 Widnesday
night at the Bangor Auditorium.
Smith, a senior, finisheit a fine allaround game with 23 points, 11 rebounds, and 4 assists. Sophomore
Hodge had 22 points and several clutch
plays when UMaine was putting the
game out of reach.
"I
felt
good
out
their
tonight,"Hodge said. "I was comfortable and confident."
UMaine head coach Rudy Keeling
was pleased with his teams' performance.
"Derrick and Dean were super on the
wings, and we got senior leadership
from Dean, Coco (Barry), and Guy
(Gomis).
They all played real well and held
their poise when Northeastern made a
run."
The win was UMaine's first over Northeastern at home since the 1977-78
season. UMaine is now 3-1 in NAC
play, and 6-9 overall. Northeastern falls
to 1-1 in the conference, and 4-9 overall.
Northeastern was paced by freshman
guard Lamont Hough, who popped in
15 points, mostly on lightening-quick
drives to the hoop. Senior center Barry
Abercrombie contributed 13 points and
11 boards, but he was shut down in the
second half as 11 of his points came in
the first stanza.
Northeastern head coach Karl Fogel
said,"We probably should have got him
(Abercrombie) the ball more. IT share
the blame for that."
After playing to a 32-32 tie through
the first half, UMaine took advantage
of a two for 14 dry spell by the Huskies
to pull away. With UMaine up 41-39,
Coco Barry made a nice spin move away
from the lane for two.
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photo by John Baer

Dean Smith goes up for two of his 23 points against Northeastern Wednesday.
t0Tge Yuille missed a
shot at the NU end, and Curtis Robertson came back and converted a threepoint play for UMaine. After another
Northeastern miss, Todd Hanson buried
a jumper, and suddenly increased their
lead to 48-39. Smith got the ball back

for UMaine and drove strong through
the lane to lift the leadrtern, 50-39.
But Northeastern had one more run
left in them. Hough hit a pair of free
throws with 9:10 left, and after a
UMaine turnover, Marcellus Anderson
(see NU page 17)
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Maine skaters take on Lakers

1.

Black Bears begin 10-game homestand Friday at Alfond
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
The University of Maine hockey team
begins a 10-game homestand this
weekend with a two-game set against the
Lake Superior State Lakers who are
ranked second in the nation.
The Lakers come into the FridaySaturday series with a record of 20-4-2,
while UMaine comes in with a national
ranking of seventh and a record of 17-7-1
UMaine Coach Shawn Walsh feels this
will be the Black Bears' toughest competition at home.
"This will be a real tough, dynamite
series," said Walsh. "They will probably be the best team we play this year
at Alfond Arena."
The game will feature a big contrast
in styles between the two teams.

Walsh said Lake Superior State is very
physical and one of the best defensive
teams in the country.
"Lake Superior has the top five set of
defensmen in the country," he said.
UMaine will depend more on speed and
quickness, Walsh said.
Lake Superior State head coach Frank
Anzalone also expects the games to be
tough.
"I expect that Maine is going to be
mad and lit up. UMaine has a lot of
speed and quickness and they are a very
deep team:' said Anzalone.
Anzalone is also concerned about the
quality of the officiating for the weekend
series.
"All I want are good solid officials. We
didn't get fair officiating against Harvard last year so I'm a little concerned," he said. "Our speciality teams

don't need any more work than is normal."
Anzalone also expects Alfond Arena
and the fans to play a role in the series.
"They (UMaine) are one of the best
home teams in the coungq. I expect that
place (Aifond Arenallaw be really
loud," he said.
The two teams have met only once
previously, and that was in the 1988
NCAA final four with the Lakers coming away with. a 6-3 win.
Lake Superior State went on to win
the NCAA championship while UMaine
wound `1/0 third in the nation.
Offensively, the Lakers are led by
junior center Jim Dowd with 14 goals,
37 assists for a total of 51 points, senior
left winger Jeff Jablonski(17-19-36) and
freshman center Doug Weight (9-27-36),
(see HOCKEY page 18)
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Hoop team to take on Hartford
Men look to extend NAC streak Saturday at Bangor Auditorium
By Chad Finn
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's
basketball team continues North Atlantic Conference action Saturday against
a tough University of-Hartford squad at
the Bangor Auditorium.
Hartford, coming off a 81-63 nonconference loss to Dartmouth Wednes'clay, is one of the better teams in the
league, according to UMaine head coach
n
g to be a toagh game
They're playing as well as anyone. They
have some good, athletic players, and
run,'' Keeling Laid .

Hartford comes in to face UMaine
with a 7-5 record overall. They have yet
to play an NAC game, but have
defeated such talented teams as the
University of Rhode Island and Duquesne. UMaine is coming off of a big
74-61 win over Northeastern University
Wednesday night snapping a 13-year
home losing streak against the Huskies.
Senior forward Dean Smith and
sophomore guard Derrick Hodge combined game for 45 points and lb rebounds In that game.
U Maine is 6=9 overall andi-ittINAC
action. Leading the Hawki is 6-6
sophomore forward Lamont Middleton.
Middreton has been reading the _NAC

with 21.4 points per game. He also is
fourth in rebounding, collecting 7.5
boards per outing. Junior guard Ron
Moye is averaging 14.7 points, and
junior power forward Larry Griffiths is
contributing 9.8 points per contest.
UMaine assistant coach Fred Hill,
who scouted Hartford against
Delaware, feels UMaine has a tough
game on their hands. "They have two
very good post people", said Hill, referring to Middleton and Griffiths. Smith
is ()Maine's leading scorer, averaging
itt.z points per game,,gooct- enough for
second in the NAC.lie is also averaging 6.3 rebounds. Hodge putting in
14-points a game, while sophomore
point guard Marty Higgins is averaging

8.9 points and dishing out 6.3 assists per
game.
UMaine has several injuries heading
into Saturday. Freshman forward Francois Bouchard is out until at least
February _Tiith a stress fracture in his
right tibia and may be redshirted.
Freshman Ray Alley is still fighting
mononucleosis and is out. Freshman
forward Dan Hillman sprained his ankle
against Northeastern and probably
won't play Saturday.
"They are playing better than any
teaminihe league. We I0Ok at it as the
-- - next-rest," Hill said.
The game will begirrat 3 p.m., following the UMaine women's game scheduled for 1 p.m.

Lady 'Bears to face Hawks 'Bean
(continued from page 16)
_

Look for fifth
straight win

UMaine's defense was equally as
impressive, holding the Huskies to
30 percent shooting from the field
in the second half and under 38
percent for the game.
The Black Bears venion of the
big-man duo played a large part in
stopping the Huskie offense in the
second half. Curtis Robertson at
six-foot-10-inches, 250 pounds and
Coco Barry at six-foot-eightinches, 250 pounds filled the holes
inside and pulled down-clutch rebounds to prevent NU from getting second shots.
NU's Barry Abercrombie was
having a party in the paint during
the first half, scoring 11 points,
but he was silenced in the second,
scoring just two points from the
foul line and being shutout from
the field.
From the looks of things
7UMaine has started to come
- together. They're still only 6-9
overall, but more importantly
.
they're 3-Fin the NAC.
A 3-1 mark is a strong start in a
league that has become one of
parity. A loss Wednesday would
have kept UMaine among the
ranks of mediocrity but with the
win the Black-Bears now control
their own destiny.
Consistency is the key and the
University of Hartford will be
their next big test Saturday at the
Bangor Auditorium.

By Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The University of Maine women's
game against the University ofHartford
Saturday pits teams headed in opposite
directions.
The Lady Black Bears lead the North
Atlantic with a 4-0 mark, are 12-4 overall
and have won eight out of their last nine
games, including four straight, putting
them on course for a sixth straight
regular-season conference title.
The Lady Hawks, however have had
their troubles. A 2-8 start overall and 0-1
mark in the conference has been compounded with injuries to four guards.

a

I)

Senior Anne Sangiovanni and
freshman Amy Bondy are lost for the
seascrrrancHvfaura Rogers is still
a series knee injury. Freshman Lisa
Rhyan is expected to return against
UMaine.
Saturday's game is the first of a
doubleheader beginning at 1 p.m. at the
Bangor Auditorium. The UMaine men's
team will take on the Hawks at 3 p.m.
On paper UMaine has a win. But
UMaine head coach Trish Roberts said,
---f"You can never go by what's on paper.
—fn the past They have always played
'
Maine tough!'
"They just get very up playing Maine
and being on top of the conference
everyone comes in high against us so we
have to be on our toes."

•NU

(continued from page 16)

Hartfora's top scorer, junior forward
Betsy Andersen is averaging 13.1 points,
a game.
The Lady Black Bears are led by
Rachel Bouchard with 24.6 points and
11.4 rebounds per game. The AllAmerican center leads the NAC in scoring, rebounds and field goal percentage
(.570). Guard Cathy laconeta (11.6, 4.4
assists) and forward Tracey Frenette (9.9,
5.4 rebounds)add to the scoring punch.
UMaine will also be sparked by the
return of Beth Sullivan and Jess
Carpenter, who have been out with ankle
injuries.

converted a 3-point play to pull with in
six, 50-44. NU began to use it's fullcourt
press, and George Yuille immediately
got a steal and a layup to cut the lead
to four.
After a UMaine timeout, they turned
Cathy Iaconeta and the Lady Black Bears look for their fifth straight win against
photo by Dave Burnes
the Lady Hawks '
The Lady Black—Wears Wave -had a
History is against the Lady Hawks
week off since their last game against, too. UMaine has a perfect mark against
Colgate and Roberts believe the tirne-off
will be an advantage.
a muCh needed re-ST,--Hartford,winning all eight meetings bet"This gives
ween the two teams.
because we've been on the road since
Christmas," Roberts said.

the ball over again to the Huskies.
Lamont Hough sunk a _layup, and
UMaine was only up,two, 50-48. But
Dean Smith answered the call for
UMaine with a clutch three-pointer to
build the lead back to five, and a Hodge
04ot tleball back
block at the other—afor UMaine.
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•Hockey(continued from page 16)

t%.

who has pleasantly surprised Anzalone.
Anzalone is depending on his defense.
"We're a goodthree to four goal a game •
team. If we give up seven to eight goals
against UMaine, we will probably
lose."
The defense is led by two of the best
defensmen in the country, seniors Dan
Keczmer (8-17-25) and Kord Cernich
(6-15-21). The goaltending will be shared
by freshman Darrin Madeley (9-2, 2.11
GAA) and sophomore Brandon Reed
(10-2-2, 3.35 GAA).
The Black Bear offense is led by
freshman right winger Jean-Yves Roy
01.11-111.. fro.chrn•ux canter jjp Man—
tentery (11-21-32) and sophomore left
wingiF5Cott Pellerin(13-15-28). - Defensively, UMaine is led by senior
Claudio Scrtm in (2-12-14) _and
sophomore Keith Carney (1-22-23).
Scott King (9-5-1, 2.82 GAA) and
junior MattDelguidice(8-2,-3-43-GAA)- —
will split the goaltending duties.
The games are scheduled to start at 7
p.m.
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ANNUAL ARMY & NAVY
Surplus Sale
Location: North S South Lown Rooms
Date: Jan. 22nd - 26th (Mon. - Fri.)
'limo 9:00 a.m. =6:00-iiiiii*Gefloilie US. 6 Eukiriean
Military and Antique Crcoats. $25 - $35
'Wool, West German British,
French Pants. $15
'U.S., British. French, Italian
Wool Sweaters. $8 - $15

*U.S. Navy Wool Middys and
Peacoats. $10 - $30
*Full Length Raincoats &
Trenchcoats. $6 -

*Mexican Baja Pullovers and
Blankets. $12 6 $15
'Heavy Cotton, 6-pocket Field
Pants: U.S., Dutch, West German
$7 • $15
'Genuine Issue Camo, Desert.
Tiger. Urban Black 6-pocket
Pants. $25
'World Flags (3*x5') $10 each,
2 for SIB

Genuine U.S. and European Surplus!
Vtracki 111ankets„Gloves,Wats,
Scarves & Much, Much More!
presented by the Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard
Mastercard, Visa. and American Express accepted

Only two units left
for Spring Semester
Hubbard Farms
Band aw2 Wei both luxurious
townhouse apartments located within Y2
mile of campus in quiet serene setting.
Amenities include: architecturally
designed buildings, fully app/lanced
kitchens include, microwave, washer, dryer
in every unit. Spectacular ftre placed
Irving rooms with cathedral ceilings and
french doors leading to private decks.
Large specious rooms, quality throughout,
skylights,-usily Orono's ftnest development.
Rents start at t700.00 a month with January's
rent free plus free cable lY hookup Call now
for your private showing.
Now •emitting sppliestions
is fill 1990

Maine Suburban Properties
Telephone: 884-7464
Ask For Harvard Ames
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Maine Greeks opposed to
Middlebury fraternity ruling

e.
e.

Is
ly

Sorority members speak out about the Middlebury decision
Erika Hurtubise
Staff Writer

•

Prompted by concerns of sexism,
members of Middlebury College's Board
of Trustees voted unanimously to require
fraternities of the Vermont institution to
admit women or be closed, according recent to moons by theAssadated_Press.
Middlebury College-has experienced
several outbursts of rage concerning sex=
ism in recent years. This decision by the
board was made through an-effort to
keep fraternities on the campus.
"I think the trustees have made the
fairest decision_they_cnold," said Tout_
Dubreuil, house director of the Middlebury College's chapter of Delta Upsilon fraternity.
Greeks at the University of Maine are
"opposed" to Middlebury's decision to
allow women into fraternities, which are
traditionally for men, said Dean William

Lucy, director of Student Activities at
UMaine.
By the board's decision, in order to
return to Middlebury College, fraternities must have changed their national
rules on exclusionary policies or
dismembered their chapter from the national organization by Dec. 31.
If a fraternity follows the board's procedure by changing the national rules
WWI

anovrinig wumrntt, tic aramIttecrwrot

equal rights, it would be able to-retain
its Greek letters and stay on campus.
However, should a fraternity fail to
follow through with the board's requests,
the organization would not be allowed
to return to the campus, and the fraternity's building would be offered to other
student groups and be known as
"houses," said Middlebury College
President Olin Robison.
Similar problems with fraternities and
sororities "seem to be something happening in small liberal arts schools like
Amherst, Colby and Middlebury,"

Lucy said.
The concerns of sexism that Middlebury- and other colleges have expefrienced does not seem to have affected
the larger institutions like UMaine, he
said.
Ada Judson, National Representative
of Gamma Sigma Sigma,. at UMaine,
cited similar reactions to Middlebury's
decision.
MIS= is uppuscu TO- TUCIUa vi
women joining fraternities ancitufMk_
ed concern about the way women were
to be admitted into a fraternity at the
Vermont institution.
"I felt that women were let into a
fraternity just because they were women,
not to represent it, she said.
- Lucy said women already have
representation in the Greek system.
"The women have a sorority system to
be involved with and the men have (their
fraternities)," he said. "It's been that
way for decades."

The Union Board
...dedicated to your good times.

CLASSIFIEDS
AUTOMOTIVE SALES
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES horn $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885 Ext. A18402

FOR SALE
1978 PLYMOUTH VOLARE
Good Body, Battery and Tires (snow) Just Imp.
Runs Well. Call: Pat at 942-4130 Most Eves.

$700.

'FUNDRAISERS
A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN
fUST 10 DAYS!!!
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, dubs. frats, sororities call
OCMC: 1 (800) 932-0528/1(800) 950-8472,
ext. 10

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
ORONO - Available immediately. First floor 2
bedrooms. Private Bath; Lease. Tel: 866-2816

HELP WANTED
BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Distributorships, Dealer-ships, Money making opportunities, Franchises, &
Mail order. Detail, send $2.00 to: NATIONAL
MARKETING COMPANY, BOX 3006,

BOSTON, MA. 02130

_

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS!$32.0001year income potential. Details.

- COMEDY
- BANDS
-MOVIES
-ENTERTAINMENT

(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk 18402

fi!
.
CRUISE LINE OPENINGS HIRING-NOV
Call: (719) 687-6662(USA)

UNION
BOARD
PRESENTS

Come spend the night with-us!

ATTENTION - EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products at home. Details (1)
602-838-8885 Ext. W-18402

•

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND - Imperial Pocket Knife-at the end of last
semester - Call and dscribe: 1621 Chris Irvine
REAL ESTATE

MEMO

MEMO

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT HOMES from
$1.(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call: 1-602-838-8885 Ext GH18402

-Thatiday TOO
--january 23rd
-aid Floor, Union
help decide how to
spend your compre
hensive fee money
•

laadorshi s

skills

*get valuable
experience to add
to your resume
learn important
COMMUllication ski
*produce your own
shows
and have fun!!!!!'

SPRING BREAK
SPRING BREAK 1990! Venezuela!! The variety
of Europe, the affordability of Mexico, and the
climate of the Caribbean!! Puerto 12 Cruz from
$549.00! Maraganta Island from $579.00. Call
SUN SPLASH TOURS at: 1-800-426-7710

TUTORING

Look for us-in your dining commons
and in the Union soon. Stop by,ask
and-find out what were allabout—Welook_forward to_seeing you.

One-on-one tutoring in Physics, Chemistry,
Precakulus. and Cakulus. Don't wait until you are
in real trouble. $10.00 per hour. Free consulta
tions. 581-1189 or 866-4053. Ask for Jeff

ko• -
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BECOME A MEMBER!
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• Get Your Free*
Tickets for Maine
Center for the
Arts Event
Awayt—
These are the events from which
you may select tickets under the
Comprehensive Fee program:
Find complete program descriptions in our season brochure.
DanceBrazil

Margie Gillis

HMS Pinafore

Nikolais Dance Theatre

Turtle Island Quartet

Jackie Torrence

Late Great !Julies

PAUL DRESHER ENSEMBLE: SLOW FIRE
Thursday, February 1 at 8 pm
THE LATE GREAT LADIES OF BLUES & JAZZ
Friday, Febtuary 16 at 8 pm
MARGIE GILLIS: Solo Modern Dance
Fnday, February 23 at 8 pm
SOVIET ACROBATIC REVUE
(Replaces cancelled Peking Acrobats)
Sponsored byCasco -Northern Bank
Sunday, February 25 at 3 pm
Sunday, February 25 at 7 pm
STORYTELUNG FESTIVAL:
JACKIE TORRENCE & BRENDA WONG AOKI
Wednesday, February 28 at 8 pm
BIG RIVER
Thursday, March 22 at 8 pm
Friday, March 23 at 8 pm
HORACIO GUTIERREZ
Sunday, March 25 at 3 p.m.
TURTLE ISLAND QUARTET
Saturday, March 31 at 8 p.m.
MANTOVAN1 ORCHESTRA
Sunday, April 1 at 7 pm
HMS PINAFORE
Thursday, April 5 at 8 pm
COYOTE BUILDS NORTH AMERICA
Thursday, April 12 at 8 pm
DANCEBRAZIL
Friday, April 20 at 8 pm
NIKOLAIS DANCE THEATRE
Sponsored by UM Alumni Association
Saturday, April 28 at 8 pm
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To get your tickets, bring your UM Student ID to the Ticket Office at the Maine Center for the Arts weekdays
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. or 1 and 1/2 hours before any event.
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PLEASE NOTE: WE WILL RELEASE UNUSED UM STUDENT TICKETS
FOR-SALE TO THE PUBLIC ON FEBRUARY 5111.

id

If you have questions, call 581-1755.

MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
* We know
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• Students taking 12 or more credit hours may choose two tickets to a single event,or tint ticket to cach -of two
events.
• Students taking at least 6 but fewer than 12 credit hours'are eligible to receive one ticket to any event.
• Students taking fewer than 6 credit hours arc not eligible to receive any tickets to MCA events under the
Comprehensive Fee program.

_

•

they aren't really free because you have paid the Comprehensive Fee.
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